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Motivation
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Goal
Provide  richer  understanding  about  how  LSTM 
language  models  use  prior linguistic  context  in 
terms of Serial Recall Effects.

Cognitive psychologist studied human memory 
through Serial Recall experiments.



Serial Recall effects
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In serial recall, participants should recall a list of items in a the order in 
which they were presented.	

• Word Frequency effect
• Primacy and Recency effect
• Semantic Confusion effect	
• Transposition effect
• Repetition effect

Zipf (1932), Cowan (2002), Henson et al., (1996), Bolhuis, et al. (1988), Shulman (1972), Henson (1998).



Word Frequency effect 
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What is the effect of word frequency/length on the performance of LSTM?

Merity et al. (2018)

Sheds light on the expected word frequency in a dataset for accurate LM’ing.

Overall loss for target 
words of frequency k

set of sequences containing a 
target word wi with frequency k

loss against wi in 
sequence s 



Word Frequency effect - Result 
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More frequent target words are predicted (learned) more accurately than less frequent ones



Primacy and Recency effect
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What is the effect of word position on the performance of LSTM?

Sheds light on need for new LM architectures such as bidirectional LSTMs 

loss against word 
wi in sequence s 

Average loss 
at position i



Primacy and Recency effect - Result
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Target words that appear later in sequences are predicted considerably better 
than those at earlier positions



Semantic Confusion effect
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In case of incorrect predictions, are predicted words semantically similar 
to the target ones?

Average semantic 
similarity between 
target words and 
wrong predictions

WordNet/Cosine similarity

Sheds light on LSTM’s ability in disentangling semantically-similar concepts



Semantic Confusion effect - Result
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•  There is high similarity between target words and predictions for smaller loss values. 
•  The upper bound indicates there exists better candidates which LSTM fails to predict.



Repetition effect
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This effect refers to prediction of a context word as output, i.e. repeating 
words from prior context.

Probability of predicting any of 
w1…wn−1 as output instead of wn 

Sheds light on the extent to which LSTM repeats observed words in output.



Repetition effect - Result
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Repetition probability for function words 
is significantly higher than that of 
content words.

Repetition probability decreases as a 
function of word occurrence in prior 
context.



Transposition effect 
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The case where the target word pair wiwi+1 is more likely to be predicted by 
LSTM as wi+1wi.

Sheds light on how LSTM learns nearby grammatical orders.

Count the number of times where:
•  wi+1 is more probable to be predicted at position i (compared to wi), and
•  wi is more probable to be predicted at position i+1 (compared to wi+1).



Transposition effect - Result 
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LSTM transposes ‘RB NN’ and ‘JJ VB|
JJ|RB’ more than others pairs.

Transpositions occur more frequently at 
the start of sequences and rarely at end.



Conclusion
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Word Frequency
•  Frequent target words are predicted more accurately than less frequent ones.

Primacy & Recency
•  Target words in later positions are predicted better than those at earlier positions.

Semantic Confusion
•  There is significant tendency to predict semantically-similar words to targets.

Repetition
•  Repetition probability of function words is significantly higher.
•  Repetition probability decreases as function of word occurrence in prior context.	

Transposition
•  Transpositions occur mainly at the beginning of sequences and rarely at the end.



Future Work
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• Use these findings to create better LMs.

• Design better metrics to compare networks, especially, in case of equal 
loss/perplexity.

• Design novel neural LMs to learn function and content words differently.
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